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,T1o speak of a Franciscan scientific ideal might appear, at first, futile

I and meaningless. The Franciscan ideal is entirely religious. While it
I may offer itself as a possible subject of scientific examination, this

ideal itself can never be scientific. When St. Francis was changed by the
grace of God from "the man 'in sin"' to "the man of God" (air Defi, he left
behind him, once and for all, every secular ambition. Instructed by a divine
revelation, he began to live only according to the Holy Gospel, forgetting
the glory of the soldier-hero (and every other such trifle) in his impatient
longing for the glory of the Cross. After his conversion, his only concern
was to revive the life of Christ and of the Apostles, and to live it in simplicity
and humility.

This ideal, formulated by the Franciscan Rule, does not include a

scientific ideal. St. Francis, certainly, was indifferent to it. Still, it so

happened that the order of the humble and simple Seraphic Father did
become an ordo studens, In a surprisingly short time, many of the learned
and the cultured were wearing the habit of the Friar Minor; and so rapidly
did the number of priests increase within the order, that before long the
priests outnumbered the laics and prevailed over them. fu the order
assumed the responsibilities and duties of the priesthood, it became

*Paper read at the Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting of the Franciscan Educational
Conference, Quincy College, Quinry, Illinois, June l5-17, l9+2. The author wishes
to express his indebtedness to Father Juvenal Lalor, O.F.M., for his assistance in
preparing the manuscript for publication.
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increasingly evident that education as an imperative need. Furthermore, the
peculiar circumstances of those hectic times and a very pronounced papal
policy \rere steadily pushing the order furtler and further into the current
of snrdies, so strong in medieval Christendom. The result of all this was a

real change and transformation fiom the original form of an order to
Apostles to an organized body of an ord.o studens - a transformation so well
appreciated by St. Bonaventure.' A transformation, however, does not
necessarily mean a deterioration or a complete loss of the central and
essential ideal. It was a kind of translation that took place, the same ideal
appearing in a different form. In this case it was the translation of the ideal
of St. Francis into the ideal of an organized communiry, recognizing studies
as a principal task.

The recognition of this task marks the starting point of the
Franciscan School of Theology and Philosophy. There has always been, or
at least there has been in modern times, the temptation to trace the
teachings of this school to the Franciscan way of life, that is to see St.
Francis behind this or that particular Franciscan doctrine and then ro label
the doctrine "Franciscan" by reason of an interior denomination. It is more
than probable, however, that the facts do not substantiate such a pious
procedure. The present writer is unable to see why such "sacred" Franciscan
doctrines as "the Plurality of Form," "illumination," "the Formal
Distinction," and many others are Franciscan by some inner denomination
any more than are their contradictory opposites. Furthermore, he fails to see
why a Franciscan theologian or philosopher, whether of the present day or
of the thirteenth centurfr ncust be an Augustinian - and this, despite years of
intimate occupation with the Franciscan School, is a misnomer and an
abuse. Of course, Procrustean attempts of wishful, and even malicious
thinking, usually aided by a vivid imagination, are ever ready to fit historical
facts into preconceived frames. Flowever this may be, the term "Aristotelian
Franciscanism" is certainly just as well founded and is better supported by
historical facts than the other label.'

".A Letter in Response to an lJnknown Master,' n. 13; Works of Saint
Banaaenture V: Writings eonceming tbe Franciscan Ord.er, trans. Dominic Monti (St.
Bonaventure: Franciscan Institute Publications, 1994) , p. 54.

'This is true of the later Franciscan School and even of St. Bonaventure to a

certain extenq M. Schmaus discovered basic Aristotelian elements even in the
bonaventurian doctrine on the Blessed Trinity in, Dr Liber propugnatorius des Thoruas
Anglicus und d.ie Lebranterschiede zuiscben Thamas aon Aquin und Duns Scotus,II, Teil.
(Beitriige zur Geschiebte der Pbil. U. Tb. D. Minelahers, Vol. l9), Mtinster: Bdumker,
1910, p.654.
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The writer, therefore, will resist this temptation and make no
attempt to characterize the Franciscan School by special Franciscan
doctrines. After all, it is perfectly true that neither St. Bonaventure, nor Dun
Scotus, nor any other single Franciscan (by himself or together with is

disciples) constitutes the Franciscan School. The Franciscan School, with its
wealth of personalities and doctrines, is certainly a most complex
phenomenon; and in its originality as well as vitality, it has no rival (or at
least; it had none in the Middle Ag"t). The simple fact of the matter is that
the whole Franciscan tradition taken as a unit is incapable of any loose and

static description of it merely in terms of a few of its conspicuous doctrines.

There is, however, anot-her way open to designate and distinguish
the Franciscan School as Franciscan, and that is to reveal the spirit in which
the different doctrines are developed. An inquiry into that vital and
distinctive spirit, pervading the entire Franciscan tradition and guaranteeing
its unity, is the purpose of the present paper.

Really to be true to its name, a Franciscan philosophy must be a

methodical inquiry by natural reason into problems supposedly
philosophical. fu such, Franciscan philosophy shares with any philosophy
the same problems, methods and means; hence, it must be a natural and

scientific investigation of the highest natural problems of mankind.
Flowever, it differs from other philosophies inasmuch as it conducts this
investigation in a Franciscan spirit. In view of clear, historical facts, it can be

said that this spirit manifests itself in a ritical, scientific, progressiae, and

practicel philosophy. This characterization, admittedly, is open to further
additions; but the qualifications just mentioned, although not necessarily the
only ones, are themselves truly Franciscan.

Franciscan Philosophy is Critical
Franciscanism is the perpetual revival of the spirit of the Holy

Gospel and the primitive Church- the Vita Apostolorant.. Hence, it cannot
ignore the attitude of the primitive Church toward philosophy, as expressed

by St. Paul in his first Episde to the Corinthians. According to the Aposde

of the Gentiles, Christianity does not need philosophy as its necessary

support, for the simple reason that faith (and consequently theology) claims

a right which is divine and not human. The wisdom of the world, typified in
Greek philosophy, fell into many errors, or, rather, fell into foolishness.

"'Where is the wise man? Where is the scribe? Where is the disputant of this
world? Ffas not God turned to foolishness the wisdom of this world? Has

not God turned to foolishness the wisdom of this world? For since in God's
wisdom the world did not come to know God by wisdom, it pleased God, by
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the foolishness of our preaching, to save those who believe."' ft is true, to
"the Greeks who look for wisdom" the preaching "of Christ crucified,, is
"foolishness," but to the Christian it is the "wisdom of God,,; and to the
Christian "the foolishness of God is wiser than men, and the weakness of
God is stranger than men."l Any optimistic trust, then, in this Greek wisdom
is excluded, and the only true and safe approach to wisdom is through the
humility of the Cross of Christ . "If rny one of you thinks himself wise ln this
world, let him become a fool that he may come to be w"ise."t

A glance at the Franciscan tradition, from St. Bonaventure down to
Ockham, reveals this spirit of sound Christian distrust in purely natural
philosophical enterprise - a distrust which led the Franciscan Docrors, not
to fideism or skepticism (as some would have it), but to Christian criticism.

Philosophical inquiry can be made in a spirit of naivery, that is, in a
spirit of over-optimistic confidence in human nature as such and in the
human cognitive powers, in particularl or, it can be made in a spirit of
criticism (Christian criticism) of the purely natural conditions of human
narure and its cognitive powers. This thought has found classic expression in
a striking passage of St. Bonaventure:

"Now one should p.y close attention that in its inquiries reason can
proceed in two ways: Eitler aided by the beacon of faith, it proceeds by
investigating the superior causes or, left to its own proper judgment, it
proceeds by investigating the natures of things and inferior causes, for it
acquires knowledge through the way of the senses and experience. Catholic
teachers and faithful have reasoned in the first modality about the matters
that are of faith. And according to this way of reasoning there is much that
is harmonious wit} reason: that in the beginning God did not make human
beings in such great misery and wretchedness as th.y now exist.
Furthermore, to say something contrary seems to be great impiety to a

pious and sound mind. Philosophers proceed according to the second way
of reasoning. They did not search after the principal Author in the human
condition, but investigated the component principles and actions that
humans have through the powers of nature. And in this procedure reason is
more in discord than in concord with Catholic truth. And this is the reason
why philosophers, who were pursuers of the greatest truth, did not come to
an understanding of the fall of the human race. For it seemed to them
exceedingly reasonable that human beings were created this way. But to

'I Cor 1:20.
al Cor 1:20.
tl Cor 3:18.
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Catholic teachers the contrary seemed certainly tme not only because of
faith, but also because of reasonable evidence.o

The naivety of the philosophers, therefore, consists in their belief in
a natural perfection (or perfectibility) of human nature. This illusion of the
still existing prima innocentia (primal innocence) led them into many
lamentable errors,' errors which are avoided by a sound Christian criticism
of human nature, its possibilities, and its achievements.

This same spirit animates the entire work of Scotus and is expressed

in unmistakable fashion in the very first question of the Oxoniense; "Whether
for man in the present state it is necessary to be inspired by some special
supernatural doctrine to which he could not reach by his natural ability"*
which could be neatly translated: "concerning the insufficienry of natural
reason." In this first question, Scotus destroys the pagan naivety of the
philosophers:

Philosophers maintain the perfection of nature and deny a supernanrral
perfection, saylng that there is no supernatural knowledge that is necessary
for human beings in this state. Rather human beings can acquire all

nII, S. d. 30, a, 1, g. 1, c; II,716: Attendendum est tamen, quod ratio in
inquirendo dupliciter potest procedure: aut prout est adiuta radio fidei, et sic proceit
asplciendo ad causas superiors; aut prout iudicio proprio relicta est, et sic procedit
inspiciendo ad naturas et causas inferiors; acquirit enim scientaim per viam sensus et
experientiae. Primo modo ratiocinantur doctores catholici et fideles circa ea quae

sunt fidei, et secundum hunc modum ratiocinandi multum est hoc consonum rationi,
quod Deus in tanta miseria et calamitate, in qua nunc est, hominem a principio non
fecerit; immo dicere contrarium magnae impietatis videtur esse piae et sanae menti.
Secundo modo ratiocinando processerunt philosophi, Qui non aspexerunt in hominis
conditione suum principalem Auctorem, ied aspexerunt principia componential et
operations, quashlbet per virtutes naturae; et secundum hunc modem ratio potius
discordat veiitati catholicae, quam concordat. Et haec est ratio, quare philosophi, qui
fuerunt tantae veritatis indagatores, non pervenerunt ad lapsus humani cognitionem,
quia eis videbanrr valde rationabile hominem sic fuisse conditum; cum tamen
.rtholi.ir doctoribus non solum fide, sed etiam rationum evidential certitudinaliter
eius contrarium appareat esse verum.

'Cf. Gilson,E.,la pbilosophie de St. Bunaaenture (Etudes d, pb. med-,N, Paris,

1924), Chapter 3: "Lt critique de la philosophie naturelle," especially !P-. 99 et

seq.fihe Philosophy of Saint Bonaaenture (Paterson, NJ: Saint Anthony Guild Press,

1e6s).1

'Edition VivEs, VIII, 9: "tftrum homini pro statu isto sit necessarium
aliquam doctrinam specialem supernaturaliter inspirari, ad quam non posit attingere
lumine naturali."
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understanding that is necessary for them from the operation of natural
causes."

How true is this of Arisrotle with his belief in a simply natural srate
of human nature: "The philosopher, who might say that this siate is natural,
pole and simple, for human beings, had no experience of another state nor
had he concluded from compelling r""roni to its existence....,,,,, The
consequences of this naiVety are apparent; they are all the errors of the
philosophers, which Scotus enumerates, adding at the end: quae omnin
absurdissirua $tnt" (th"y are all most absurd)." Christian critcisrrr then, calls
for recognition of the distinction berween an actual state and a possible
state, or (which is the same thing, but from a higher viewpoint) bemreen the
potential Dei ord.inate (ordained power of God) and rhe forcntia Dei absoluta
(absolute power of God). This distinction, so prominent and important in
the whole work of Scotus, has the happy faculry of eliminati"g all these
faulty demonsrrations that ignore contingency in tiris world

Unquestionably, this very spirit of Christian criticism is an essential
feature of all of Ockham's philosophical thought, so much so, in fact, that
some have not hesitated to call it skepticism. yet, if Ockham is thereby a
sceptic, so is St. Paul; or perhaps, and this seems much more likely to be ihe
case, some people's definition of skepticism could do with a little
overhauling. In reality, Ockham strongly opposed to that pagan naivety
which endangers dogma, professes that Christian criticism whicir
distinguishes the entire Franciscan School. He is only too well aware of the
sad experience of the Greek philosophy (the wisdom of this world), which
never attained even a glimpse of most of the important Christian dogmas. It
is the futile endeavor of the Greeks that teaches Ockham the leison of
Christian criticism. Ockham, like Scotus and even St. Bonaventure, certainly
does not deny that man can reach a considerable number of certain and
philosophical conclusions. He perfectly understands thar reason can be
trusted, if clear evidence, or strict demonstration, or even ,,probation,, is
attained. If this is not attained, reason is insufficient and needs the support
of revelation.

"Loc. cit., n. 3; p.- ll: "Philosophi tenent perfectionem naturae er negant
perfectionem supernaturalem dicentes 

- quod nulla est cognition supernanrlafis
homini necessaria pro statu isto, sed qood omnem notitiam r-ibi rrecess*i"* posset
acquirere ex actioni calrsarum naturafir]m."

"'Quodl., q. l4r n. 12; t.26, p.47 "Philosophus, qui starum istum diceret
simpliciter naturalem homini, nec alium expertui erat; nec ratione cognare
conclusit.... "

"Prol., g. 1, n. 14; t. MII, p. 34.
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This critical attirude naturally leads (or at least led our ancestors) to
a ctrear and sharp distinction between theology and philosophy. Christian
philosophy of any kind has always been exposed to the danger of mixing,
illegitimately, these two sciences, and has frequently as a consequence
weakened itself by incorporating the products of this illegitimate mixing or
confusion, namely "theologisms." A revealed truth transported from
theology into a supposedly philosophic demonstration, md masquerading all
the while as a philosophic fact - that is a theologism. Theological in reality
and philosophical in appearance, it is a hybrid; and with such hybrids, our
modern manuals and textbooks are fairly bulging.

These textbooks in a certain sense continue a tradition which was
justifiable, perhaps, at its commencement, but is so no longer. Although the
great Scholastics were theologians, they (*ith few exceptions) did discuss

philosophical problems in their theological writings. Neither St. Thomas,
nor Scotus, nor Ockham, always indicated precisely whether he was

speaking as theologian or as philosopher. It might be said, however, that
Scotus and Ockham, in many cases, made this distinction more consciously
and more rigorously than did any other Scholastics. Two instances may
illustrate this statement.

a) In the famous quinque uiae (five ways) of St. Thomas, there is a

little addition that comes as a surprise at the end of each one of the
philosophical arguments; e.g., "AIl understand this to be God," etc. Either
this assertion is inexact or St. Thomas, speaking as a theologian, is
combining a theological meaning with a philosophically proven conclusion.
In Scotus and Ockham the careful separation and distinction of
philosophical and theological notions is much more advanced. For example,

the prirnurn ens (first being) in Scotus' proof for the existence of God is not
identified at once with God; this is done only after a long and difficult
reasoning has established the unicity and infinity of this "first being."

b) The statement that the intellective soul is immortal, is true and

clearly determined by theology. Philosophy, however, ffioy try to prove it,
but a philosophical proof for the immortality of the soul must presuppose

certain other propositions (setting aside here the possibility of the soul's

survival after the separation from the body); for instance, the soul after death

is able to exercise certain activities which would urarrant a separate existence.

Theology knows that such activities are possible, but philosophy has to
prove this by purely natural reasons. fu we know from histor[, reason is
here confronted with an extremely difficult problem. It would seem that at

this very point St. Thomas has recourse to theology." If this is so, then his

"McCormick, J. F., "Quaestiones disputandae," Tbe Nan Scbolasticism' 12
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proof for the immortality of the soul is theological, not philosophical; and if
it is proposed as philosophical (in accordance only with its appearance), then
here is a clear case of theologism. Duns Scotus and Ockham, on the other
hand, find themselves unable to prove by natural reason this and other
statements. They acknowledge, therefore, with honesty and humility that
they have no proof for the immortality of the soul.

This careful attention to the separation of theology and philosophy,
already a strong feature of Scotus' thinking, becomes still more pronounced
in the case of Ockham. fu a true disciple of Scotus, he continually asks
himself whether this or that proposition really can be proved by reason
alone, or not. Each time that he receives a negative answer, he admits it and
does not force a philosophical demonstration to attempt that of which it is,
by its very nature, incapable. For this, he has brought down on his head
violent accusations of skepticism and fideism. Yet, of what has he been
guilty, except intellectual honesty or Christian criticism. The reason that
bottt Scotos ,nd Ockham apply this rigorism in philosophy is, precisely, that
they love faith and theology, and that they do not want to see theology
supported by doubtful philosophical reasons, or philosophy corrupted by
theological premises. The sort of confusion that they were trylng to avoid
can lead easily to a rejection of both our theology and our philosophy by
non-Christian philosophers. Their critical attitude, therefore, is a protection
of faith: "But to parade sophistry instead of demonstrations would be
dangerous in dealing with non-believers, for this would expose faith to
derision.""

This rigidity in excluding theologisms from philosophy is, then, a

special bequest of Scotus and Ockham to Franciscan philosophy. Our
courses in philosophy are, without any doubt, a preparation for theology,
and every Franciscan student must be rooted deeply in faith, like his
Seraphic Father but, for the sake of this very faith and for the sake of
theology, the Franciscan must draw a clear line of distinction between
theology and philosophy. Not only a sense of right order and a reverence for
given facts, but the best interests of theology and philosophy demand this.
F{owever,'we certainly do not advocate that theology be barred completely
from the field of philosophy. Quite the contrary! FIow very profitable at
times a view over the borderline may be, is not a matter of dispute for us.
The particular point that is being emphasized here is that whatever enters a

(1939) 368-374; and A. C., Pegis, "In LImbra intelligentiae," Tlte New Scholasticiyn 12
(1e40) 146-r80.

t'II Ox., d. l, q.3, n.8; t. 16, p. 136: "Adducere tamen sophismata pro
demonstrationibus, periculosum esset contra infideles, quia ex hoc exponeretur fides
derisioni."
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philosophical discussion from theology musr be recognrzed as such and
called theological. In any case it must be barred from a proof stricdy
philosophical. Purely theological truths wend their way through the regions
of philosophical discussion as foreigners. Even though, at times, they can be
very useful foreigners, citizenship should not be granted to them. For be it
from a Christian philosopher, therefore, to forget his faith, even while
speaking as a philsopher. After all, it is only because of a clear consciousness
of all the implications of his faith, that he may enjoy an exrernal regulation
in his philosophic reasoning, and that, furthermore, he may see the vast
distance separating the light of reason from the divine light of revelation. In
a word, Franciscan philosophy is critical because Franciscan theology is
biblical.

Franciscan Philosophy is Scientific
The critical attitude adopted by Franciscan philosophy toward the

achievements of pure, unaided reason leads naturally to the demand for a

scientific philosophy. This is not always and necessarily the case, for the
later works of St. Bonaventure afford an instance of a philosophy almost
entirely lacking in the rigid technique and scientific precision to be found,
let us say, in the philosophy of St. Thomas.

There have always been, and there will always be.two
general types of philosophy. It is not at all difficult to see the difference
berween them; a real, through minor, difficulty is the task of giving suitable
names for them. For want of better terminology, the first may be called
"philosophy as wisdom," and the second, "philosophy as science." The most
outstanding representatives of the "wisdom-philosophy" would be Plato, St.
Augustine, St. Bonavenrure (at least pardy), and, in modern times,
Kierkegaard, and practically all modern builders of a system. A "wisdom-
philosopher" may be characterized as follows: his main interest is centered
in man - man in his concrete relations to the universe, to his fellow-men,
and to God. For him, problems and answers are evoked from the actual
situation in which man finds himself, and all the solutions are ordered to the
satisfaction of his need for a synthetic view, and to the clarification of this
situation. Flere, consequently, the boundaries berween philosophy and
religion become blurred. It is of his very nature, so to speak, to prefer always
intuitive, informal reasoning, and to resist energetically any rigidly logical
method or precise system of principles and conclusions that might fetter his
ideas and insights. He fights shy of any "cut-and-dried" logical procedure
that would take the life out of his ideas or injure their spontaneity. His
method is a reiterated pursuit of the same topic, each time from a different
angle; it is the method of digression and of unceasing circulation around the
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one idea. (According to Pascal,'* "this Order consists chiefly in digressions
on each point to indicate the end, and keep it always in sight." This seems to
apply very well here.) This central idea, for example, would be "God and
man" for St. Augustinel "the idea and its realization" for Plato; "Man in his
terrible situation alone with God" for Kierkegaard. Hence, the purpose of a

"wisdom-philosopher" is essentially an educational one: to touch the human
heart and mind, to bring man to self-consciousness, to himself, to God. So
Plato saw his task and drew the grand ideal of the Platonic educator; so St.
Augustine saw his task and placed in the center of philosophy and theology
the Charity which is the edification, the building up of the Christian; so
Kierkegaard saw his task and set up the goal and ideal of an edifiring science,
rejecting the indifferent science of pure reason as an inhuman sort of
curiosity.

"Wisdom-philosophy," then, is one kind of philosophy and,
certainly, the superior and the more brilliant. It is the way of the pioneers,
the visionaries, the great educators of humanity. In Franciscan philosophy
there is ever present the urge or tendency to rise into the realm of this
superior sort of philosophy. St. Bonaventure does follow this tendenry.

Admirable as this "wisdom-philosophy" is, the Franciscan
philosophy as such does not belong to it. The tendency followed by St.
Bonaventure is resisted by Duns Scotus, the leader of the Franciscan School
of Philosophy. Both Scotus and Ockham (his most distinguished disciple and
critic) refuse to turn to Plato and St. Augustine for method, but resolutely
turn, instead, to Aristotle. It is Aristode who is the master of scientific
philosophy. He, first, made the attempt to bring philosophical and informal
insights into a strict system governed by a rigorous method of proof and

demonstration. When he conceived his ideal of a strict science and
developed it in the first book of the Posterior Analytics, he had before him a

paradigm of an ideal science, namely Euclidean geometry, with the result
that every Aristotelian science bears a strong resemblance to its
mathematical model. Flence, an Aristotelian science is composed of
definitions, axioms, certain rules prescribed by logic, and a set of theorems
derived from the initial material in accordance with the rules."

Why do Scotus and Ockham prefer this Aristotelian ideal? They
prefer it because no other existing ideal so well guarantees success in (1)

examining and checking the value of any reasoning, (2) in evaluating the

'*B. Pascal, Pmdes, translated by W. F. Trotter (N"* York: Tbe Madern
Library,l94l), p.97

"For more details see H. Scholz, "Die Axiomatik der Alten," Bkitter fur
deutscbe Pbilosophie 4 (1930 259-278.
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power of human reason, (3) in distinguishing philosophical and theological
proofs, and (4) in avoiding sophistical reasonirs" They prefer it because
they are constructive critics, and they are consmrctive critics because they
are Franciscan Philosophers, deeply convinced that human reason is weak
and incapable of achievements unless submitted to the directive restraint of
scientific rigor. Consequently, they scrutinize every so-called demonsration
for its value in the light of this inexorable logic. Emphatically, they do not
criticize for the sake of criticism, their motives are high and good. Over and
above the motives already mentioned, there is another, namely to clear the
ground for a whole new construction that will, according to their opinion,
realize still better the true Aristotelian ideal.

A real advance toward this goal is Scotus' application of the
Aristotelian ideal to the highest problem in metaphysics, namely the
existence of God. This advance can be better appreciated in the De Priruo
Rerurn Principio than the treatment of the problem in the Oxoniense. In the
De Priruo Principio, having indicated his reasons for using this method ("Our
narural reason can attain to such knowledge"), he establishes first of all
definitions, axioms, and a set of theorems in the conclusions (chap. I and II).
Then, with consummate skill, he utilizes all the preceding in the
construction of a veritable masterpiece, his splendid proof, in the different
orders of causality and completely under the guidance of Aristotelian Logic,
for the existence of a primum ens (first being). His subtlety here is
unsurpassed. Knowing that a strict Aristotelian demonstration must begin
with a necessary proposition, he takes as basis for his den lstratratio quia
(deductive proof), not the proposition "sornething has been effected" (which
is given), but the proposition "something is effectible" which, as a modal
proposition, is the immediate and necessary "consequential" of the
"proposition of non-being." fn so doing, he eliminates at a stroke the source
of many errors and objections. Scotus does not need a universal proposition
such as "everything that is rnoved is moved by another," which is very
difficult to verifr; he simply needs one true particular proposition (which
must be "from non-being"), from which a necessary proposition "of
possibles" will follow in immediate consequence. From this, by eliminating
the "regression to infinity" in essentially ordered causes and by proving the
implication of an essential order of cause in a set of accidentally ordered
causes, he finally reaches and proves the possibility of a first ineffectible
being, This modal proposition implies, finally, a proposition from non-
being, according to good Aristotelian logic if something is possible but
ineffectible, it must exist.

Llnfortunately, this masterful treatment of the highest metaphysical
problem has not always been seen and appreciated by Franciscans. In fact, it
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was least appreciated, apparently, in the genuine Scotistic school. It was
Ockham and the Scholastics within the range of his influence, who did
esteem it for its real worth. Of course, it cannot be said that Scotus brought
the proof for the existence of God to actual perfection; there do remain
difficulties. Yet, even these difficulties are not insurmountable, as Ockham
has shown. What can and should be said is that this admirable procedure in
a medieval metaphysics is a model for our ou/n. A Franciscan metaphysics
must be as scientific as possible; otherwise, it is not worthy of the name.

It is for us, now to go back to Scotus and Ockham, and to do, in the
spirit of the Subtle Doctor, the work he has left for us, that is, to develop it
by , method thoroughly scientific. It is not just this lack of Aristotelian
method that has brought Neo-Scholasticism into disrepute? While
respectful lip-service is paid to the truth of the statement that a true
conclusion does not imply the truth of the reasoning, how often it is ignored
in practice.

Bearing this in mind, we must face our task of realizing and
completing the Aristotelian ideal of Scotus in these modern times. We are
certainly not in want of philosophical terrns, ideas, and explanations, but
how badly we do need a "scientific philosophy" in the Aristotelian sense. A
look at our tradition in metaphysics is a challenge to us. We see, there, it
was a Franciscan who wrote the first compendium of metaphysics, Thomas
of York; that it was a Franciscan who drew up an excellent detailed
systematization (the first) of the Transcendentals, Alexander of Hales; that it
was a Franciscan who, in the fifth chapter of his ltinerariunt., wrote one of
the most admirable metaphysical contemplations of the Middle Ages, St.

Bonaventure; that it was a Franciscan who, in his De Prirno Rerum Principio,
composed a natural theology of unsurpassed value, Duns Scotus. What a

shock is ours, when we turn from all this to an examination of that curious
philosophic monster haunting the pages of so-called Neo-Scholastic
textbooks, namely Ontology. This pseudo-science, with its pretentious
name, yields no fruit to an earnest student; it engenders nothing but
disappointment and disgust. Someone once most apdy described it as "a
non-alphabetical dictionary of scholastic terms." To tell the truth, that is
just about all that one could say in its favor - if that is in its favor.

Franciscan Philosophy is Progressive
True Franciscan philosophy must always be open to correction,

ever ready to assimilate new elements, even to make changes in its important
parts; in a word, it must be progressive. If Franciscan philosophy is critical
and scientific, it will always be modern and up-to-date (in a good sense), and
in close contact with the general standard of scientific culture.
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A careful comparison berween the state of the so-called Neo-
Scholasticism (whether it be Neo-Thomism, Neo-Scotism, or Neo-
Suarezianism) and the vitality and progress of medieval Scholasticism
(achieved within less than a century) would force us to the dismal conclusion
that we have lost much of the spirit of our intellectual ancestors. If we have
lost that, then what indeed have we? For very little persuading is needed to
make us confess our loss of contact with what is modern. St. Thomas
Aquinas commands our highest admiration for that marvelous spirit and skill
with which he drafted into the service of Christian philosophy and theology
everything in which he saw value. That spirit has been killed in the Neo-
Thomistic School which, more than any other school, has fostered an
opposite spirit of blind, stubborn exclusiveness. But Neo-Scotists are
certainly in no position to throw stones. They too have been false to a better
spirit. It should never be forgotten that the Order of Friars Minor in the
Middle Ages did not commit itself to such intelle*ual bigotry. The medieval
Franciscan School was not animated by any spirit tending toward idolatry of
some particular human mind and as harmful to truth as to those seeking it.
The Franciscan thinkers of the Middle Ages believed in progress and acted
with full realization of what Scotus expressed so well: "As human
generations move along, the knowledge of the truth always increases."'n
Franciscan philosophy, therefore, must be no sterile repetition of what St.
Bonaventure, or Scotus, or Ockham said or wrote. It must acknowledge
imperfection and keep progressing. St. Bonaventure did not repeat
Alexander of Hales; he corected him. Duns Scotus abandoned most of the
so-called Augustinian elements in St. Bonaventure and his school, and
developed a new system with a more distinctly Aristotelian basis. Ockham is
the great, and frequendy very sound, critic of Duns Scotus, not his
idolatrous worshipper. None of our ancestors believed that the mere label
"Franciscan" guaranteed the truth of a doctrine. They were slaves to
irrefutable truth, but not to any human master. They enjoyed and exercised
their right of freedom, namely to submit to convincing reasons, not to the
weight of any authority unless it was directly or indirectly divine.

This is illustrated in a rather amusing passage of the great Irish
Scotist, Mauritius a Portu, who speculated on the possible reasons of
Ockham for criticizing Scotus. Quite a number of reasons suggested
themselves:

"One reason is that he was English (Ockham) and he (Scotus) was
Scottish. And these folks rarely agree. While assailing him as subtle and

'ofvOx., d. 1, q. 3, n.8; t. !6, p. 136: "In processu generationis humanae
simper crevit notitia veritatis."
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ingenious, he wanted to appear to be the same. He vigorously magnified the
Christian Faith while he desired that all these teachings had been
believed.... Certainly Ockham, who was very often a sophist, wanted rather
to appear and not exist, in favor and in disagreement.... He wrote not in
vituperation against the Doctor, whom he often called his Subtle Doctor
who belonged to the same religious Order. Rather he wrote with the rigor
of the Minors who spare no one, having appropriated to themselves
synderesis and conscience. He tried, preserving the peace of others, to
elevate the discussion and investigation. But in \Mhatever way he did it, he
often tried the gold in the furnace and examined in a rigorous way these
Scottish words." "

Mauritius was a great Scotist, but he was also a great Franciscan,
animated by a truly progressive spirit (which is Scotistic). For the sake of
truth, Scotus would spare no one. Mauritius, happily, granted the same right
to Ockham, content to know that Ockham's polishing would make whatever
truth was in Scotus shine still more brightly.

It is the preservation of this sort of freedom, within proper limits,
that will guarantee sound progress. It is this sort of freedom that accounts,
principally, for the originality and vitality of the Franciscan School in the
Middle Ag.r. During the thirteenth centuy, when the Aristotelian and

Arabian-Aristotelian philosophy was first made accessible in its entirety to
the Scholastics, Christian philosophy received a mighty impulse. It was the
pioneer work of many translators and of such philosophers as Albert the
Great and Grosseteste that helped make all this possible. St. Thomas, the
eminent champion of intellectual freedom and honesty, was the first great
Scholastic to profit by it all. Refusing to combat the Averroistic danger with
the unsuitable weapon of Christian theolog)r, he descended into the arena of
controversy and met his adversaries on equal grounds. Duns Scotus did
exactly the same thing, but with greatly improved weapons. Coming after St.

Thomas (and thereby able to profit by the critique of the methods and
achievements of the Angelic Doctor), and moving steadily forward, under

t'Cf. De prima reran principio, c. III, Annotationes; t. 4, p. 762: "Aut quia
ille Anglicus.[viz, Ockham] et iite Scotus, qui raro.concordant. Aut_quia^subtilem et
rngemosum rmpugnando, similes apparere voluit. Aut quia forte Fidem Christianam
mignificando, voluit omnia ista esse credita....Aut certe voluit Ockham, qui
plurimum Sophista erat, potius apparere et non existere, quam_e _contra....Forte
itiam non in vituperium Doctoris, quem suum et religionis et Subtilem plerumque
nominat, scripsit, sed rigore Minorum, qui nemini parcunt, sunteresi et conscientia
sibi appropriites, moti cunctos ingenii elevatione et indagine, salva pace aliorum
dixerim, transcendetes, usus est. Sed quomodocumque fecerit, aurum purgavit
quoties in furnace examinans rigorosi verba Scotia commovit."
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the influence of the Oxford radition, tourard a more strictly scientific
philosophy, he was well able to forge better weapons. Ockham was able to
make still further progress. In the field of the ortes, a new and rnore powerful
Iogic had been developing under the leadership of Peter of Spain (ater Pope

John )Oil) ; and Ockham, profiting by this, made a truly historic step in
introducing the Logic of Suppposition into philosophlr and theology. This
led to the climax of scientific culture in the fourteenth century.

These great lovers of intellectual freedom and truth were not
satisfied merely with repeating their predecessors; yet, neither did they
ignore their predecessors or contemporaries. They were "up-to-date" in an
exemplary sense. It was this fact, and not the "already commencing
decadence," that brought about such striking changes in the structure of the
scholastic question. At the time of St. Thomas and St. Bonaventure, the
format of the questions was already r deparrure from original models,
inasmuch as the "body of the question" was the essential portion, and not
the introductory prr et cantra. The growing mass of new ideas and opinions
demanded still further change, and this was realized at the time of Scotus.
The once famous prr et cnntra degenerated into mere ornamentation, and
the serious discussion of the different opinions of preceding and
contemporary Scholastics became the corridor leading to the "conclusion."
Sometimes, no doubt, it is a long and wearisome walk down this corridor;
but to call this method "decadence" indicates a failure to face the fact that
Scotus, Ockham, and all the rest were only being "up-to-date." It would
have been t very easy matter for these Scholastics simply to ignore the
others; but they were not school-minded, forrunately. Theirs was a

progressive spirit. They were free of that intellectual pride responsible for
exclusive, idolatrous attachment to the doctrine of a single school, and they
saw that the achievement of truth comes from the combined effort of all
those who love truth.

The history of Franciscan philosophy can teach us a good lesson on
the value of a soundly progressive spirit. In this whole matter there are two
equally obnoxious extremes. One is that fossilizing process peculiar to the
narrow 'Schoo[" spirit, which appeared even in the fourteent-h centur]2,
waxed strong in the sixteenth and seventeenth, and is reappearing in these
days. This extreme has not always been avoided by Franciscans. The other
extreme is that which abandons our tradition altogether. This is what
occurred in the Dark Age of Christian philosophy, the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, when Scholasticism was ignored or deliberate[y barred
both from philosophy and theology. Ours must be the golden middle way:
to preserve after a rigorous examination what is worthy of preservation, and
to assimilate after an examination equally rigorous what deserves and
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demands to be assimilated. If our philosophy were animated by the same
progressive spirit as was that of our ancestors, it would be less ostrich-like,
more healthily modern, and certainly more truly Franciscan.

It would be more truly Franciscan, and this not only as regards the
spirit of progress. We have to confess that many treasures of our tradition lie
idle like un-mined ore, when they should be minted and out into circulation.
Father Leonard Puech has to call Duns Scotus' proof for the existence of
God "a forgotten proof." Father Pacificus Borgmann had to tell that this
very proof contains the best means of refuting modern actualism. A
Dominican, Father Bochenski, had to point out to us that our modern so-
called Neo-Scholastic logic is still far below the standard of the masterpiece
of the real, formal Scholastic logic of the Middle Ages, namely Ockham's
Sururna Logicae. TheJesuit, FatherJansen, had to call our attention to Olivi's
proofs for the freedom of the will and their value and significance for
contemporary thought. These are only a few instances of our many buried
and lost treasures.

Furthermore, the treasures that have been unearthed could be used

more effectively, were they subjected to some good renovating process. Our
textbooks, and the Franciscan ones too (few as they are), are still essentially
in conformity with an eighteenth-century standard of Scholasticism, 

^Scholasticism that underwent such damaging influences from Rationalism.
Christian Wolfs division of the different philosophical disciplines still
enjoys undisputed sway. But there are things more serious still, and they
concern more immediately our sound spirit of progress. Too often we
combat modern enemies with weapons that they have only one claim to
value, their age. They are old, indeed, but they are not efficient. We are, at

present, face to face, with Materialism and Atheism, Positivism and

Behaviorism, Pragmatism and Evolutionism. Taken as a whole, they
constitute a formidable threat against the foundations of true Scholasticism.
Nevertheless, they do contain many elements that could be of great use to
Progressive Scholasticism, and they do take complete advantage of the
higher scientific standard of our times.

Is this composite enemy really formidable? Should the "perennial
philosophy" be afraid of it? If our philosophy is merely a stale and sterile
"re-presentation" of thirteenth-century Scholasticism, the answer is: "Yes,
we should be very much afraid of it." If our philosophy is a revival of our
tradition, then the answer is: "Certainly not!" If our philosophy is a revival
of our tradition, then we shall be taking advantage of the very same scientific
culture that is so strengthening to the enemy; we shall not be attempting to
stop tanks with rusty tin swords, to bring down flyrtg fortresses with bean-
shooters. There are adequate weapons for projects like these, and they are
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available to us. All this, however, will require an immense work of
transformation, a transformation which would and should give rise to a real
modern Franciscan philosophy.

Franciscan Philosophy is Practical
Before sa)rlng that Franciscan philosophy is practical, it will be

advisable to determine more precisely the significance of the word
"practical" in this connection. Franciscan philosophy is not practical in the
sense that it is readily reducible to some over-simple form fitted to rhe
comprehension and use of everyone, even of the man in the street. This is
not to its discredit, however, for not every good thing is good for everyone;
and what may not be good for all is not necessarily, on that account, simply
not-good. Neither is Franciscan philosophy practical in the sense that it is
directly concerned with the art of preaching or of rhetorical persuasion. Of
course, a Franciscan is deeply convinced that the simple way of a God-loving
old women can be much better that the scientific way and, in fact, is better
whenever science is not a guide to charity. Science, however highly valuable
it may be in itself, is not as such of value for a Franciscan. In other words, a

Franciscan does not esteem science for itself but as means subordinated to a

higher end. Philosophy, then, even in its purely speculative parts is practical,
but practical neither in an exactly modern nor in a Scholastic sense.

In the Seaen Grfu of tbe Holy Spirit of St. Bonaventure there is a

literal quotation from St. Bernard that beautifully €xpresses the true goal
and end of every Franciscan science:

"There are some who wish to know only that they may know; and this is
shameful curiosity. There are some who wish ro know, so that they may be
known; and this is shamefirl vanity. There are some who wish to know, so
that they might sell their knowledge for money or honors, and this is
shameful commerc€. There are those who wish to know, so that they might
build up others, and this is charity. And there are those who wish to know,
so that they themselves might be built up. And this is prudence."'*

The Franciscan ideal, as regards the end of every science, cannot be
the socialistic ideal of a professor who regards philosophy merely as a means
of earning a livelihocld; neither can it be the Baconian ideal of a practical
science which would assure the establishment of the kingdom of man over
nature ( the Noaunt, Organurn siae De Regno Hominis) ; nor can it be the

'*Collations on tbe Seaen Gifts of the Hotlt Spirit, fr|, 23; Works of Saint
Bonauenture W/, trans. Zachary Hayes (St. Bonaventure: Franciscan Institute
Publications, 2008), p. 103.
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Aristotelian ideal of speculation for the sake of speculation (to be compared
with Hilbert's assertion that "we study mathematics for the honor of the
human spirit"). The true ideal can be only the Christian ideal of an edi$ring
science, an edi$ring philosophy. This is why St. Bonaventure concludes his
quotation with this truly Franciscan principle: "Therefore, one must join
charity with knowledge so that a person might have both knowledge and
charity at the same time.""

This idea, expressed in various ways, rules the thought and doctrine
of the entire Franciscan School. It may be sufficient to recall the emphasis of
all the Franciscans on their famous and favorite doctrine, namely that the
will, in the act of love, represents a higher value than the intellect in the act
of contemplation. Scotus saw this as a definitely Christian position opposed
to the pagan Aristotelian one. "Some argue ... that the act of the intellect
disposes one to wisdom ... The antecedent is clear from Book VI, c. 8 of the
Ethics where the Philosopher compares these habits... But against this
argues our Philosopher, namely, Paul when he says that love is the more
excellent way (1 Cor 13:31).""'To this 'love,' according to Scotus, reasoning
and speculation must be subordinated, for "it is of little value to contemplate
God, unless people love what they are contemplating.""

If then, Franciscan philosophy is to be worthy of its name, it must
be an edifring science, that is, it too must lead to the ultimate end of the
human being. This requirement of Franciscan philosophy in no way
contradicts the others, namely that it be critical, scientific, and progressive.
As soon as our philosophy meets this requirement, it will become a potent
factor in the true and proper education of our students, and not simply
another course to be passed on the way toward theology and ordination. It
will then be, as it should be, for life and not for class.

One of the first fruits of an edi$ring philosophy would be humility.
Intellecrual pride is excluded almost by definition from ^ Franciscan
philosophy, which readily admits the limits of human reason and leaves

ioo- for prayer and gratitude to the "Father of lights," the Giver of "every
good and perfect gift" (including intellecrual ones). A model of this humiliry
is Scotus, who, after acknowledging the impossibility of a srict proof for the

t"Collations on tbe Seaen Gifts of the Holy Spirit,N,24; p. 103.

'"fV Rep., d. 49, e. 2, n. 23; t. 24, p. 625: "Arguunt aligui...qoud actus
intellectus est disponens ad Japientiam...Antecedens patet ex 6" Ethicorum c. 8o, ubi
Philosophus comparat istos habitus...Sed contra hoc arguit Philosophus noster,
scilicet Paulus, quid dicit quod caritas excellentior est (I Cor., xiii, 31)."

"UI Rep., d. 18, e. 3, n. 15; t. 23, p.400: "parum valeret contemplari
Deum, nisi contemplando diligeretur."
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immortality of the soul, writes: "From these considerations it is clear that
great thanks must be given to the merciful Creator who through faith has
made us most certain in these things that pertain to our end and eternal
perpetuiry. Of these cercainties the most brilliant and most learned could
scarcely catch a glimpse

Animosity and contempt of others will be excluded as well. The
judgment of this world is promised to us only after our transformation into
the glory of the saints. Here upon earth we are not perfect, not without
error. It is the light of faith, the sidus arnimru ("friendly light" in the words of
Pope Leo), that guides us and prevents us from falling into more errors than
others. Of and by ourselves we are in no better condition than others. Why
then should we condemn others when we could and should try to
understand them, to respect them, and even to learn from them?

Another fiuit of an edifring philosophy would be charity. Every
truth has its final justification in God. irr.ry rrusproposition is either about
God or expresses something already known by God. Consequently our
reverence for any truth is nursed by the devotion to the Eternal Truth, and
vice versa. Behind any Franciscan scientific activity, there is the idea of the
reduction of arts to Theology of St. Bonaventure, although not necessarily
in the sense of St. Bonaventure." In another sense, truly Augustinian and
Franciscan, philosophy is a. way to charity. Faith, transcending in its divine
source all human activity, is, nevertheless, imperfect in itself.'* It will be
destroyed when clear vision removes from our eyes the veil that prevents us
from seeing what we love. Charity, however, will see; and a first, though
very feeble, step to this our final vision is the philosophical insight into ar
least some truths. St. Bonaventure certainly knows this joy of charity when
he writes: "For it is wonderful that the soul delights in understanding what it
believes with perfect faith.""

Our philosophical studies and teaching udll be determined
essentially by our apostolic task. We are not pure philosophers. It is not for
our own benefit alone that we study; our philosophical activity too, is
inspired by the example of St. Francis: "not to live solely for oneself, but to

"fVOx., d.43, q.u.(2), n.33; t.20, p.59: "Exhis apparet, quantae sint
gratiae referendae misericordiae Creatoris, qui nos per fidem certissimos reddidt in
his, quae pertinent ad finem nostrurn et ad perpetuitatem sempiternam, ad quae
igeniosissimi et eruditissimi quasi nihil poterant attingere...."

"Cf. I Ox., d. 3, Q. 5, n.22; t. 9, pp. l9A est seq.

'*Cf. Duns Scotus,III Rep., d.23,g. u., n. 6;t.23,p.436.
ttPrciem., 

e. 2, c.i t. 1, p. 11: "Miro enim anima delectatur in intelligendo
quod perfecta fide credit!" Cf. also the prayer of Duns Scotus in De primo rerut?n
principio.
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lead others to perfection...." This idea should be dominant. It is not
necessary that it be apparent in any and every instance, but it is necessary
that charity be the very soul of our entire work. Apostolic-minded, we shall
be able to restrict our courses to the more essential and actual, without
sacrificing the true character of a Franciscan philosophy. Then, philosophy
will appear not so much as a luxury but rather as the sound foundation of
theology. However, we may deal with any problem whatsoever, as long as

we do so in the spirit of our holy Father Francis, who saw and loved God in
every creature, and found in every honest human activity a ladder to God.
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